
SCHOLASTIC WRITING AWARDS CATEGORIES FOR YOUTH

Teens in grades 7â€“12 (ages 13 and up) apply in 29 categories of art and writing. in the visual and literary arts, some of
whom are past award recipients.

Works I believe to be exceptional stood out because of the time and thought artists put into their pieces, which
show great originality, technical skill, and personal voice. The work of creating, especially writing, is a
solitary endeavor. The Scholastic Awards place a high priority on work that challenges boundaries and can
communicate new and interesting ideas. Some of these works use visual language and materials to elevate
ordinary subject matter such as flowers. Tour â€” a traveling public exhibition displaying teen-produced art
and writing. Educators please know that not only do your students rely on you, but we do, too. The edition is
currently available at artandwriting. Others grapple with social issues of our time or create imaginative works
filled with symbols. March National Recipients and Special Awards are announced. The collective output of
these young innovators creates a portrait in time of our American identity and, for the teens, it reinforces the
positive habits that come from creative self-expression. Click the image below to open a hi-res version in a
new window. I thoroughly enjoyed being part of this process. Of those, over 2, students were recognized with
awards. Work is evaluated on its own merits, with jurors having no information on the identity of the young
artist or writer, and lastly, the three criteria used to select work: Originality; Technical Skill; and the
Emergence of a Personal Voice or Vision. Congratulations to all artists who submitted visual art to the
Scholastic Awards! More information is available at artandwriting. I am very pleased to see talent emerging
among the youth of our region. All Gold Key recipients are forwarded for the next round of national awards
and honors. Although it was difficult to decide our winners due to the excellent talent we had entered into the
competition this year. As a writer myself, I appreciate the stages of writing in the submitted works, the
earnestness of each one. The Scholastic Awards places no limitations on content; students are free to pursue
any idea or topic in their art and writing. Blind adjudication has also been a core tenet of the awards since day
one. On June 7, Pratt Manhattan Gallery hosted a celebration that began with welcoming remarks from Pratt
Institute President Frances Bronet and a breakfast attended by high school art teachers from around the United
States who taught students who won awards. We, the jurying committee, spent hours viewing, contemplating,
discussing and selecting works towards Honorable mentions to Silver and Gold Keys. The exhibition at Pratt,
held from June 1 to 8, was joined by an installation at the Sheila C. Writing recipients may have their work
published in The Best Teen Writing of , an anthology showcasing stories, essays, and poetry of teen authors.
The day also featured a virtual reality design workshop for the award-winning students led by Pratt Professor
David Marcinkowski, as well as a reading by the National Writing Medalists. Seeing the range of
investigations and successes of so many leaves me with little doubt that the expanding voice of artists and
writers can bring about reputable change to our culture. We absolutely enjoyed exploring the voices and
talents of the next generation of artist. I optimistically look forward to seeing the artist and works proceed to
the next levels of national recognition. At each level of judging, all works are reviewed based on the same
criteria that have represented the program since its founding in originality, technical skill, and emergence of
personal vision or voice. Nothing helps the budding soul of an artist more than encouragement. The individual
contributions and support by their teachers provided a large number of entries, which demonstrates the
importance, vitality, and strength of arts in the hearts of my fellow Kentuckians. Artworks recognized with
Gold Keys are strong in all three areas and ranked best in their category. I had a wonderful time participating
in this process. Each year, exhibition, publication, and scholarship opportunities are made available to students
honored through the program for their creative work in 29 categories, with opportunities expanding each year.
Some things have changed with the Awards over the yearsâ€”new categories like Comic Art and Video Game
Designâ€”but a few things have not. All works are evaluated through blind adjudication first on a regional
level by more than local affiliates of the Alliance and then nationally by an impressive panel of creative
industry experts. I was impressed by those ambitious seniors who submitted portfolios of unified bodies of
work with creativity, a personal vision, and exceptional command of the chosen medium. In the program year,
a record-breaking , works were submitted for adjudication at the regional level, with more than 2, public,
private, and home-schooled students receiving national recognition. The exhibition space hummed with
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faculty, students, families and other visitors viewing the work on display.


